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Innovations

Safer working for bricklayers.

Reducing 
manual handling 
for bricklayers

Wi system used to construct masonry walls at Springfield Hospital 

T
he length and weight of traditional 

steel windposts and concrete lintels 

makes them difficult to manoeuvre, 

especially in confined spaces. As a 

result, significant health and safety risks exist 

for operatives lifting these heavy items into 

position. 

On our Springfield Hospital project, Swift 

Brickwork Contractors Ltd are using the 

Wembley Innovation Wi System to replace 

traditional wind posts and provide lateral 

support to the blockwork walls.  

Constructed from bespoke hollow blocks and 

filled with specially formulated C40 mortar 

concrete and simple reinforcing bars, the Wi 

System maximises the masonry wall strength 

without thickening the wall or adversely 

impacting on its appearance.

Key Benefits to using the Wi System:

1. Reduced manual handling - the Wi System 

is modular and assembled as the wall is 

constructed.  The maximum weight of any 

component is less than 20kg, thereby avoiding 

heavy lifting and associated injuries.

2. Improved logistics - the Wi System is 

delivered on standard pallets and is easily 

transported around the tightest of sites.  A 

standard pallet of Wi System blocks can 

contain up to 18m of Wi Column or 36m of Wi 

Beam/Wi Trough Lintel resulting in reduced 

storage area requirements. 

3. Fire rating - all components are 4-hour 

fire rated.  Therefore, there is no need for 

additional expensive and technically complex 

fire boarding.

4. Improved performance - the Wi System 

outperforms traditional alternatives resulting 

in fewer windposts being needed.  It also 

provides improved acoustic, thermal and air-

tightness compared to traditional alternatives.

5. Reduced carbon footprint - 23% reduction in 

carbon compared to installing traditional steel 

wind posts.

6. Appearance – using bespoke hollow blocks 

to construct wind posts and lintels allows 

seamless walls to be constructed.

7. The Wi System is simple to design and 

Swift have been able to accommodate on-site 

dimensional changes, avoiding expensive 

alteration costs/waste materials.

8. On site Swift have used the Wi System 

to construct riser walls with complex 

buildersworks openings as it provided a robust 

solution where other wall types would fail (see 

above).

By using the Wi System on site, Swift have 

reduced manual handling for site operatives as 

well as reducing the environmental impact of 

their works.

For further information about the Wi System 

visit:

Wembley innovtion

Springfield Hospital

http://www.wembleyinnovation.co.uk

